ADJUSTABLE EASY FLOW

ADJUSTABLE EASY FLOW
CATTLE ALLEY
ACCOMMODATE ANY SIZE CATTLE WITH AN EASY ADJUSTMENT
PRODUCT CODE: E-10_4
WEIGHT: TBD

Arrowquip’s Adjustable Easy Flow Cattle Alleys

the cattle’s legs being caught or injured. The Easy
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Flow Alley is built with durable locking pins that

accommodate animals of any size. They have

allow each10’ section to be connected with other

been designed around animal science and

Arrowquip products to create the customized

keeping cattle distractions to a minimum. The

system you require. Like all Arrowquip Alleys, it

optional anti-backing device helps prevent cattle

is built to last with 14-gauge steel side sheeting.

fully

adjustable

and

cradle-shaped

from rearing up or attempting to turn back. Both
sides of the alley can be fully opened in case of
an emergency, and it has a 4 spring-load locking
system that makes it easy to adjust to any size
required. Sides are sheeted to reduce any risk of

Arrowquip’s Adjustable Easy Flow Cattle Alley
offers great control over the animal without stress.
It is easy, adjustable, and will keep both rancher
and cattle safe.
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A: ADAPTABLE

C: SAFETY IN MIND

• Durable panel clips that allow the alley to connect with

• Alley sides are sheeted to the ground to eliminate foot
traps.

other Arrowquip products.

B: ADJUSTABLE

• Anti-backing system to stop cattle from moving

• Cradle-shaped to accommodate animals of any size.
• 4 spring-load locking system that makes it exceptionally

backward.

• Both sides of alley fully open in case of emergency.

easy to adjust to fit each animal.

FEATURES OF THE ADJUSTABLE EASY FLOW CATTLE ALLEY

Adjustable Width - Narrows
for working calves.

Cradle Style

Drop-Down Sides for
Emergency Exit

Adjustable Alley Stop

Arrowquip strives to make the world’s most

and the animal science behind it, Arrowquip is

innovative cattle handling equipment through

constantly developing new products that follow

extensive research, animal science, real world

the correct livestock handling principles. This

testing, as well as listening to you, the rancher.

process has allowed Arrowquip to develop

Constantly striving to make the rancher’s life

livestock equipment in a class all its own, with the

easier, the animal-handling process quicker, and

lowest rate of livestock injury, rated the best in

your ranch more profitable, Arrowquip will never

rancher safety and proven to increase the ranch’s

settle for less than innovative. Often recognized

profitability. All never before seen in our industry.

as offering the world’s most innovative cattle
equipment, Arrowquip continues to challenge the
industry and the way people think of the livestock
handling process.

It doesn’t matter if you’re a small cow-calf rancher,
or a large feedlot, Arrowquip will have the most
innovative equipment available ensuring that your
ranch is operating at maximum efficiency, resulting

With the industry’s only full-time team of engineers

in higher profits and more time to do the things

dedicated to only the cattle handling process

that truly matter to you and your family.
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